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ABSTRACT 

 

Spectroscopic studies and atomistic simulations of (hydr)oxide surfaces show that ionic 

aqueous adsorbates can bind to one, two, three, or four surface oxygen atoms (sites), forming 

multi-dentate species in surface complexation reactions. The law of mass action (LMA) for 

such reactions can be expressed in several alternative scales of surface concentration (activity) 

and implemented in different ways in speciation. Unlike for mono-dentate surface complexes, 

the numerical value of the equilibrium constant is not independent of the choice of the surface 

concentration scale. Here, we show in a number of examples that the different formalisms 

implemented in popular speciation codes (MINEQL, MINTEQ, PHREEQC, and ECOSAT) 

yield different results for the same systems when the same parameters are used. We conclude 

that it is very important to generate general equations to easily transfer stability constants 

between the different concentration scales. It is of utmost importance for application of these 

models to reactive transport that the implementation in both the model fitting and speciation 

codes and in the transport codes is transparent to users. 

We also point to the problem that the implementation of the diffuse layer formalism in the 

codes is not necessarily the general one. Thus, codes like VisualMinteq or MINEQL involve 

the Gouy-Chapman equation, which is limited to symmetrical (z:z) electrolytes, while 

PHREEQC and ECOSAT use general equations. Application of the former two to 

environmental problems with mixed electrolytes will therefore involve an inconsistency. 

 

Keywords: Surface complexation model, speciation, multi-dentate surface complexes , Gouy-

Chapman equation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The uptake of chemical species on the surfaces of minerals from aqueous solutions, usually 

termed ‘adsorption’, plays a crucial role in the retention of hazardous cations and anions. The 

extent of adsorption is strongly dependent upon the local chemical environment, and it is 

therefore necessary to have realistic models for sorption processes to generate more 

defensible predictions. Such models can be developed utilising the same thermodynamic 

approaches as those applied in solution chemistry, using chemical reactions with associated 

stoichiometry and equilibrium constants, known as surface complexation models (SCMs). 

Kallay et al. (2011) provided a recent overview of the thermodynamics of mono-dentate 

reactions at solid/ liquid interfaces.  

Initially, surface reactions were determined on the basis of analogy with the structure 

of mononuclear aqueous complexes, and equilibrium constants were fitted against the 

macroscopic (experimental) sorption data. Nowadays, surface complexation reactions are 

being formulated with the input from spectroscopic studies or from detailed atomistic 

(mechanistic) models of the mineral-water interface.  

With the advent of spectroscopic techniques that probe the structure of surface species 

(Ponthieu et al., 2006; Sherman, 2009, Sherman et al., 2008; Sylwester et al., 2000; Machesky 

et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2004; and refs therein), many adsorbed cations were found to be 

coordinated not only to one but to two, three or four surface oxygens, and represented 

accordingly in SCMs as multi-dentate surface complexes. Such bi-, tri- or tetra-dentate 

surface species have been identified in many solid/liquid systems, encompassing both cation 

and anion adsorption to surface functional groups.  

The treatment of multi-dentate surface complexes is possible in various ways. Wang and 

Giammar (2013) give a recent overview for bidentate surface complexes and related pitfalls in 

adsorption modelling. This discussion has some history (Benjamin, 2002). Furthermore, while 

the present manuscript was under review, Gustafsson and Lumsdon (2014) showed how the 
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wrong handling of bidentate surface complexes could induce unwarranted conclusions. In the 

present paper, we illustrate that different numerical formalisms have been implemented in 

available codes. Consequently, it would be helpful if the differences can be made transparent 

for the user community.  

Another subtle detail is in the treatment of the diffuse part of the double layer in 

electrostatic models. While some codes document the use of the Gouy-Chapman equation 

(e.g. FITEQL), other codes have the general treatment implemented (e.g. ECOSAT). The 

difference is that the Gouy-Chapman equation is valid for symmetrical electrolytes only. This 

would mean that in general environmental settings, with a mixture of electrolytes, the diffuse 

part of the double layer cannot be correctly described with the Gouy-Chapman equation. 

While the effect on the overall calculations of the surface equilibria is probably minor in most 

cases, it can be of more importance in certain cases.  

The aim of the present paper is to make the reader aware of existing differences between 

codes in treatment of adsorption involving multi-dentate surface species, and to show that the 

treatment of the diffuse part of the double layer is not necessarily general.  

 

2. Multi-dentate surface complexes 

2.1 Formalism  

A general surface complexation reaction can be written in two ways 

d >SOHz + Mx + wH2O  (>SO)dM(OH)w
x+dz-w + (d+w)H+    (1a) 

(>SOHz )d + Mx + wH2O  (>SO)dM(OH)w
x+dz-w + (d+w)H+    (2a) 

>SOH denote surface sites, z and m denote charges, and d and w are stoichiometric 

coefficients. While the mass balance equations associated with both equations would be 

identical, the mass law equations will differ for “denticity” d > 1.  

KM
int,d = [(>SO)dM(OH)w

x+dz-w]×[H+]d+w×[>SOHz] -d×[ Mx]-1    (1b) 

KM
int = [(>SO)dM(OH)w

x+dz-w]×[H+]d+w×[(>SOHz )d]
 –1×[ Mx]-1    (2b) 
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Here, KM
int stands for the intrinsic equilibrium constant; we assume that the activity of water 

is constant, and use molarities instead of activities for the remaining species. Also we initially 

ignore the possibility of multi-nuclear complexes (in Mx) and omit the electrostatic factors. 

The set of equations (1) will also be referred to as formalism 1, while the set of equations (2) 

will be referred to as formalism 2. 

The important difference between formalism 1 and 2 is that in latter the ratio between 

concentration terms for surface species does not depend on the denticity d, while for the 

former it does. The consequence for formalism 1 is that a sorbent concentration term will 

ultimately appear, which involves correction of the stability constant in an appropriate way. 

This has been known for a long time and is included in textbooks (Sigg and Stumm, 1989; 

1996; Sigg, Stumm and Behra, 1992). Interestingly, in the textbook by Stumm and Morgan 

(1990), only formalism 2 is mentioned. A detailed derivation can be found in the recent 

review by Wang and Giammar (2013). 

A debate about the formal treatment, i.e. eqs. (1) vs. (2), still exists. An argument in favor of 1 

would be that multiple bonds on the surface must be formed, and that the adsorbing species 

Mx has various possibilities to coordinate to available function groups on the surface. Such 

reasoning ultimately requires consideration of the surface structure (i.e. how the sites are 

arranged that are involved in the bonding). Arguments in favor of 2 would come from 

comparison to ligands like oxalate, where a single oxalate forms a bidentate complexe with 

metal ions in solution. This would never involve a square in the respective mass law equation. 

On the surface, similar to a dissolved ligand like oxalate, the functionalities are pre-arranged. 

No effect of solid concentration on the stability constant would result from eq (2). 

In general, any treatment will fail when the surface coverage is high, and the possibilities for 

forming multidentate surface complexes become restricted. A simple mass law equation/mass 

balance treatment cannot handle this situation correctly if d > 1.  
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In case of eq (1), ultimately a second debate evolves about the best concentration scale to use, 

including molarities/molalities, mole fractions, or coverage fractions (Kulik, Lützenkirchen 

and Payne, 2010; Wang and Giammar, 2013).  

 

2.2 Consequences for the treatment in speciation codes  

Formalism 2 is exclusively possible with codes that allow distinction between the mass action 

law equation and the mass balance coefficients.  

Formalism 1, as implemented in a given code, is currently restricted to one of the 

concentration scales per code, though it could be made more general. For the ECOSAT code, 

for example, the precise treatment has been described by Venema et al. (1996). In the 

ECOSAT implementation, the treatment is extended to multidentate surface species involving 

more than one kind of surface sites. While this seems to complicate the situation, because 

again various possible ways of defining the stability constants may exist, given that the 

implementation in the various codes and with respect to published parameters are known, the 

appropriate corrections can be made (Kulik, Lützenkirchen and Payne, 2010).  

In the present comparison, we apply the codes ECOSAT, FITEQL, PHREEQC, and 

VISUALMINTEQ (references to the codes can be fined in the REFERENCES section). We 

compare formalism 1 within different codes, starting with a single site model and continuing 

to the more general case where different kinds of surface sites contribute to a multidentate 

surface complex. In principle this may also extend to different kinds of surfaces that interact 

as described by Lützenkirchen and Behra (1996). In particular, we compare the results 

obtained with the different codes on given examples to illustrate that the codes employ 

different implementations. In some examples we also involve a comparison between the two 

formalisms for bidentate complexes using FITEQL. Formalism 1 will then be denoted as 

FITEQL (1) and formalism 2 as FITEQL (2).  
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3. Diffuse layer potential 

3.1 Formalism  

In most electrostatic surface complexation models, a distinct treatment of the diffuse part of 

the electrical interfacial layer (EIL) is included. The simplest treatment involves the Gouy-

Chapman equation, which relates the potential of the onset of the diffuse layer (d) to the 

diffuse layer charge (σd), as given in equation 3. 

σd = (8000RTI)½ sinh(zFd/2RT)        (3) 

In the above equation, R, T and F have their usual meaning, is the permittivity of the 

medium, which changes with composition under ambient conditions, and z is the valence of 

the symmetrical electrolyte, i.e. z = 1 for 1:1, z = 2 for 2:2 electrolyte, etc. I is the aqueous 

ionic strength, which has to be given in the appropriate units (molar or molal). I can be fixed 

at a given value by a background electrolyte (usually 1:1 electrolytes are used). Equation (3) 

does not apply to asymmetrical electrolytes like 2:1 (such as CaCl2) or to mixtures of 

symmetrical with asymmetrical electrolyes (i.e. general solution compositions). The codes 

typically allow for self-consistent calculation of the overall ionic strength, which would for 

example include changes in I due to pH adjustments in very acidic or basic regions, where the 

background electrolyte concentration is changed.  

The general relation between the diffuse layer charge and potential as implemented in the 

ECOSAT code is reproduced in equation (4): 

σd = (2000RT)½ {[i](exp(-ziFd/RT)-1)}½      (4) 

Here, [i] is the concentration of a dissolved species and zi is its charge.  

Compared to equation (3), equation (4) always involves the full aqueous speciation in the 

sum, making the numerical solution of the overall equilibrium problem more complex.  
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3.2 Consequences for the treatment in speciation codes  

The relevance of the diffuse layer for the equilibrium calculations is strongly dependent on 

the type of electrostatic model used. Using the purely diffuse layer model, it is expected that 

the effect is maximum. In this case, the relation between the surface charge and potential that 

directly affects the state of the adsorbed ions will be incorrect whenever the Gouy-Chapman 

equation (3) is used with asymmetrical electrolytes. For models including a Stern layer, the 

diffuse layer part is mainly associated to the overall electroneutrality condition, and the effect 

of using the inappropriate equation is probably minor. The important point that we want to 

make is that the users have to become aware of this problem, in particular because the 

generalized two layer models for hydrous ferric oxide (Dzombak and Morel, 1990), goethite 

(Mathur and Dzombak, 2006) and gibbsite (Karamalidis and Dzombak, 2010) use the purely 

diffuse layer model. These data sets are extensively applied to environmental settings with 

mixed electrolyte solutions. In the present code comparison, we will specify which equation is 

implemented in the codes ECOSAT, FITEQL, PHREEQC, and VISUALMINTEQ. 

 

4. Examples of computations for multi-dentate surface complexes  

The aim of the modeling exercises that are reported in the following was to illustrate the 

effects that arise from confusion of the intrinsic stability constants obtained using different 

codes or code combinations. The problem is related to the lack of knowledge about how the 

various codes operate, or how individual authors report stability constants. 

 

4.1 Multi-dentate surface complexes involving one kind of surface site 

We have selected a few examples. In one of them, we systematically compare the 

mono-dentate surface complexation calibration with higher denticity cases. To simplify the 

exercise, only one experimental adsorption edge is considered (i.e. the parameters are 

determined for a single set of experimental conditions). The basis for all modeling of metal 
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ion adsorption is the acid-base model for the respective solid. This model, whenever required, 

was obtained from fitting the surface charge density vs. pH data to a single-site 1pK Basic 

Stern model involving electrolyte binding.  

The first example system involves uranium(VI) adsorption on the quartz surface. For 

quartz, the classical 2pK scheme is in agreement with the MUSIC model, but one protolysis 

constant is sufficient to describe the titration results. In this first case, spectroscopy and theory 

suggest that bi-dentate complexes of uranyl are formed on silanol surface groups (Dent et al., 

1992; Reich et al. 1996, 1998, Greathouse et al., 2002). In SCM calculations, we used the 

aqueous speciation database for uranium from NEA TDB (Guillaumont et al., 2003) with the 

Davies equation for aqueous activity coefficients: 

         (5) 

where j is the molal activity coefficient of individual aqueous species of charge zj, I has been 

defined above, and A is the Debye-Hückel coefficient. 

The second test case involves the Eu-TiO2 system studied by Bouby et al. (2010). 

Their system-specific EXAFS data favor mono-dentate Eu binding, while X-ray standing 

waves results (Machesky et al., 2006) support tetra-dentate binding of rare earth element 

(REE) cations to that rutile. To limit the model variants, we did not consider tetra-dentate 

binding of sodium in the acid-base model when fitting the surface charge and zeta-potential 

data of Bouby et al. (2010). The aqueous speciation database included hydroxocomplexes of 

Eu(III) with the following stability constants: log1 = 6.8; log2 = 12.9; log3 = 15.8 used with 

the Davies equation, as in Bouby et al. (2010). Europium was considered to be equivalent to 

Americium, and consequently the critically evaluated hydrolysis data for Americium were 

used. 
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The third case treats the Cu-goethite system studied by Peacock and Sherman (2004) 

and Sherman (2009), which put forward spectroscopic and structural arguments in favor of 

the corner-sharing bi-dentate and bi-nuclear tri-dentate CuII surface complexes, and modeled 

the system with a 2pK-DLM using the FITEQL code. In this case, no refitting of acid-base 

parameters was required, and the parameters were taken from the above-cited references.  

The last case in this section involves adsorption of Fe(II) to goethite with the 

formation of two bidentate surface complexes. 

 
4.1.1 The uranyl – quartz system (mono- vs bi-dentate case)  

This system is characterized by the following underlying acid-base model, as given by the 

reaction equations and the corresponding equilibrium constants. 

Si-OH0 ↔ Si-O─ + H+    log10  = -7.90   (6) 

Si-OH0 + Na+ ↔ Si-O─…Na+ + H+   log10  = -6.93   (7) 

The specific surface area was AS = 0.33 m2 g-1 and solid concentration was cS = 100 g 

dm-3. We used a site density NS = 4.6 nm-2 (S = 7.6410-6 mol m-2) and the fitted capacitance 

density (BSM) C1 = 1.45 F m-2. Assuming mono-dentate binding, the following reaction 

yielded the best-fit model obtained using FITEQL (Figure 1A).  

Si-OH0 + UO2
2+ ↔ Si-OUO2

+ + H+  log10  = -0.64    (8) 

In our simplified model, we did not attempt to achieve a better fit to the data by 

involving two or more reactions or by using Charge Distribution (CD). The black line on 

Figures 1A and 1B shows a complete CD-MUSIC benchmark model for this data set 

(scattered diamonds), calibrated for this system on a comprehensive experimental data set 

(Lützenkirchen, 2004). 

Using a FITEQL based code to fit a bi-dentate reaction to the data under the same 

premises results in an optimum description with the following reaction: 

2(Si-OH0) + UO2
2+ ↔ (Si-O)2HUO2

+ + H+  log10  = 2.96   (9) 

1int,[]
HK

1int,[]
NaK

1int,[]
UK

2int,[]
UK
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Both models perform equally well (Figure 1A). In the next step, the two model 

variants were used with ECOSAT; the corresponding “blind predictions” are shown on Figure 

1B, where the mono-dentate constant from eq (8) yields the same curve as on Figure 1A, 

whereas the bi-dentate constant from eq (9) results in a prediction of 100% adsorption in the 

whole pH interval. 

 

 

Figure 1. Comparison of SCM fits for the uranyl-quartz system for mono- ( , crosses) and 

bi-dentate cases. FITEQL fits for a simplified model (A), and forward ECOSAT calculations 

(B) without- and with re-scaled value of  for UVI adsorption. Diamonds represent 

experimental data, thin solid curves – the ‘benchmark’ CD-MUSIC model.  

 

We see that direct application of the molar intrinsic constant = 102.96 in forward 

ECOSAT calculation results in a large over-prediction biased by 3.6 orders of magnitude, far 

more than any reasonable analytical or fitting error.  

 

Rescaling the FITEQL-fitted bi-dentate constant to the surface mole fraction 

scale  concentration scale used in the ECOSAT input by applying the correction given by 
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Venema et al. (1996) with total molar concentration of surface sites []TOT = 2.52110-4 M 

leads to the same value as that for the mono-dentate binding constant 

2(Si-OH0) + UO2
2+ ↔ (Si-O)2HUO2

+ + H+  log  = -0.64   (10) 

Use of this value (denoted as converted in Figure 1B) reproduces exactly the FITEQL 

result. 

 

4.1.2. The Eu- rutile (TiO2) system (mono- vs tetra-dentate case) 

In the experiments (performed in 0.1 M NaClO4), the specific surface area was AS = 50.6 m2 

g-1 and the solid concentration was cS = 0.1 g dm-3; the total Eu concentration was 1.23 10-6 

M. We used a single-site BS (basic Stern) model with the site density S = 2.010-5 mol m-2 

(ca. 12 nm-2) and the fitted capacitance density C1 = 0.71 Fm-2. The surface protolysis 

reactions were written in a ‘simple’ 1pK fashion:  

Ti≡O─½ + H+ ↔ Ti≡OH+½    log10  = 6.27   (11a) 

Ti≡O─½ + Na+ ↔ Ti≡O─½…Na+    log10  = -0.63   (11b) 

Ti≡O─½ + H+ + ClO4
─ ↔ Ti≡OH+½…ClO4

─  log10  = 4.81   (11c) 

The thin solid line on Figure 2A shows a benchmark CD-MUSIC model for the rutile 

surface using a mono-dentate EuIII surface species, which was calibrated on a large set of data 

for this experimental system (Bouby et al., 2010). The simplified 1pK-based model fit 

(FITEQL) from the present modeling exercise (continuous red line on Figure 2A) shows a 

reasonable description of experimental data using a mono-dentate reaction  

Ti≡O─½ + Eu3+ ↔ Ti≡OEu2.5+ log10  = 7.99        (12a) 

Spectroscopic evidence reported by Machesky et al. (2006) supports a 2+2-dentate 

binding of REE cations such as EuIII to the rutile surface, which in our simplified single-site 

model case is represented by a tetra-dentate reaction 

2int,
UK

1int,[]
HK

1int,[]
NaK

1int,
4

[]
ClOK

1int,[]
EuK
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4(Ti≡O─½) + Eu3+ ↔ (Ti≡O)4Eu+ log10  = 21.13      (12b) 

This FITEQL-optimized intrinsic constant leads to a model curve (green continuous 

line on Figure 2A) that is slightly shifted to the left from the “monodentate” curve, but has the 

same shape. This small shift may be due to the difference in the surface species charge. 

Application of the same constant with the same tetra-dentate reaction (12b) in an 

ECOSAT forward modeling run results in substantial over-prediction (see Figure 2B) at any 

pH. Re-scaling the constant with the total site molarity []TOT = = 0.0001008 M 

results in a value log10  = 9.14 (for the reaction 4(Ti≡O─½) + Eu3+ ↔ (Ti≡O)4Eu+), with 

which the same forward-modeling curve is obtained in ECOSAT (Figure 2B) as that for log 

 = 21.13 in FITEQL calculations.  

Conversely, the bias in log value for this 4-dentate Eu surface complex relative to 

the log  value was 12 orders of magnitude in this system.  

 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of SCM fits for the EuIII-rutile system for mono- and tetra-dentate 
cases. FITEQL fits for a simplified model (A) and forward ECOSAT calculations (B) with the 
original and converted tetra-dentate intrinsic constant Kint,4. Scattered circles represent 
experimental data. See text for explanations. 
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4.1.3. The CuII-goethite system (bi- + tri-dentate case)  

Adsorption studies of Cu(II) on goethite (-FeOOH) provides spectroscopic evidence for 

corner-sharing bi-dentate monomeric and tri-dentatedimeric Cu surface complexes (Peacock 

and Sherman, 2004; Sherman, 2009). These authors performed modeling using the FITEQL 

code with a DLM including the following surface species and intrinsic constants: 

>SOH0 + H+  >SOH2
+  logKa1 = 6.78       (13) 

>SOH0  >SO- + H+   logKa2 = -10.10      (14) 

2>SOH + Cu2+ + 2H2O = (>SOH)2Cu(OH)2 + 2H+  log = -3.1  (15) 

3>SOH + 2Cu2+ + 3H2O = (>SOH)2>SOCu2(OH)3 + 4H+ log = -5.25  (16) 

In their experiments, specific surface area was AS = 32.73 m2g-1; solid concentration was cS = 

3.33 gdm-3; the electrolyte concentration was 0.1 M NaNO3, and [Cu]TOT = 3.9310-4 M. The 

site number density parameter for goethite was set to 6 sitesnm-2 (S = 9.9610-6 molm-2). 

The aqueous hydrolysis constants for Cu2+ are given in (Peacock and Sherman, 2004).  

The goal of our numerical exercise was to find out whether (and how) this FITEQL-

fitted SCM can be reproduced with another speciation code (ECOSAT). The straightforward 

run (Figure 3A) of the pH adsorption edge in the ECOSAT with intrinsic constants taken from 

eqs (15, 16) resulted in ca. 1.3 units shift to lower pH relative to the experimental data.  

However, after applying the correction with [>S]TOT = cSASS = 1.08610-3 M, leading 

to intrinsic constants expressed in surface mole fraction scale , 

log10 = -3.1 – 2.96 = -6.06;          log10 = -5.25 – 2.962 = -11.17   (17),  

the produced model curves were close to the original DLM of Peacock and Sherman (2004), 

though not in perfect agreement (Figure 3B). The small discrepancies were probably not due 

to differences in the treatment of aqueous activity coefficients, but rather arise from the 

difference between pH and -log[H+] scales in plotting the modeling results or in the fitting 

(this difference amounts to 0.11 log units for the ionic strength involved). Our fitting exercise 

2int,
CuK

3int,
2CuK

2int,
CuK 3int,

2CuK
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was done in the molar concentration scale for all species involved, and subsequently, the 

proton concentration was recalculated to proton activity. As seen from this example, the 

magnitude of the Kint correction factor is about 3 log units for bi-dentate and about 6 log units 

for tri-dentate surface species. 

 

Figure 3. Copper pH adsorption edge in DLM for the CuII-goethite system with bi- and tri-
dentate species from (Peacock and Sherman, 2004) (thin curves, scattered hexagons represent 
experimental data), re-modeled using the ECOSAT code (A) before and (B) after conversion 
of intrinsic adsorption constants. 

 

Our modeling tests (which all keep the same EIL model parameters) demonstrate that 

in all cases, the numerical values of intrinsic adsorption constants may contain significant 

contributions related to the multiple denticity of surface complexes.  

In this example, we also involve results obtained with VISUALMINTEQ and 

PHREEQC. The purpose was to determine which kind of formalism is implemented in these 

popular codes. According to the manuals, VISUALMINTEQ is exactly as ECOSAT. 

PHREEQC does not involve the same treatment as ECOSAT but defines a correction term 

involving maximum coverage of all sites. For only one site involved in a multidentate surface 

complex this leads to a correction term corresponding to the denticity d.  
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Figure 4 shows that straightforward use of the published constants gives similar results 

as with ECOSAT, from which we infer that multidentate surface complexes within formalism 

1 obtained by FITEQL need to be rescaled prior to use with both PHREEQC and 

VISUALMINTEQ as expected based on the manuals.  

 

A 

 

B 

 

Figure 4. Copper pH adsorption edge in DLM for the CuII-goethite system with bi- and tri-
dentate species from (Peacock and Sherman, 2004) modeled using the VISUALMINTEQ (A) 
and PHREEQC (B) without any conversion of FITEQL intrinsic adsorption constants. 

 

4.1.4. The FeII-goethite system (two bi-dentate surface complexes)  

Adsorption of Fe(II) on goethite (-FeOOH) was extensively modelled by Hiemstra and van 

Riemsdijk (2007). Their final model involved two bidentate species, one of them involving 

electron transfer. Their model was built on a three plane EIL concept. The surface acid-base 

scheme is given below: 

>FexOHy
-0.5 + H+  >FexOHy+1

+0.5   logKH
int = 9.2     (18) 

>FexOHy
-0.5 + Na+  >FexOHy

-0.5 … Na+ logKNa
int = -0.61    (19) 

>FexOHy
-0.5 + H+ + Cl-  >FexOHy+1

+0.5 … Cl- logKCl
int = 8.75   (20) 
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Here, x = 1, and y =1 for the singly co-ordinated sites (3.45 sites/nm2) and x = 3, and y = 0for 

the triply co-ordinated sites (2.70 sites/nm2). Capacitances for the two layers were 0.92 F/m2. 

The Fe(II) adsorption model was designed as follows: 

2>FeOH-0.5 + Fe2+ =  [(>FeOH-0.5)2]
+0.73FeII

+1.27  logKFe
int,2 = 8.47  (21a) 

2>FeOH-0.5 + Fe2+ + 2H2O = (>FeOH-0.5)2
+0.17FeIII(OH)2

-0.17 + 2H+  logK FeOH
int,2 = -9.31 (21b) 

In our calculations, the specific surface area was AS = 78 m2g-1; solid concentration was cS = 

1.50 gdm-3; the electrolyte concentration was 0.01 M NaCl, and [FeII]TOT = 5.010-4 M. No 

Fe(II) hydrolysis was considered in the aqueous phase. The results of the calculations are 

shown in Figure 5. 

A 

 

B 

 

 

Figure 5. Fe(II) adsorption as a function of pH in CD-MUSIC on goethite. A: comparison 
between a PHREEQC calculations (lines) and an ECOSAT calculation (lines with crosses). B: 
comparison between ECOSAT calculation (lines with crosses) and a FITEQL calculation after 
applying the appropriate correction term (squares). 

 

Figure 5A shows that in these calculations there is a shift of the PHREEQC calculation to 

higher pH compared to the ECOSAT results. According to Figure 5B FITEQL reproduces the 

ECOSAT calculations exactly within formalism 1 and an appropriate correction term.  
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4.2 Multi-dentate surface complexes involving two kinds of surface sites 
 

In this section, we consider the CD-MUSIC model for Cd adsorption to the goethite (021) 

face. According to the model by Venema et al. (1996) the reaction occurs via the following 

equation 

2 FeOH-½ + Fe2OH° + Cd2+ = [{(FeOH)2 Fe2OH}+1.16-1Cd+0.84]+ log KCd
int,3

 = 9.0 (22) 

The ECOSAT inherent correction involves the term 

log (Ss + Sd) – 2 log Ss – log Sd        (23) 

where S is defined as product of suspension density (solid concentration), specific surface 

area and site density. We suspect that if included in the other codes (VISUALMINTEQ and 

PHREEQC)) these corrections may differ. They will depend on whether the multidentate 

surfaces are defined based on mole fractions (referenced either to individual sites or the total 

number of sites), surface coverage (again this might be referenced to the maximum coverage 

with respect to indivual site or all sites) or any other normalization. As pointed out above, 

these corrections may become huge. The correction term according to equation (22) for 1 g/l 

and 20 m2/g is 7.7 log units. 

Figure 6A shows the results of straightforward application of the published parameters with 

the different codes. For FITEQL, the correction eq. (24) was used. According to Figure 6B 

PHREEQC as in the examples before does not reproduce those results. As pointed out before 

the corrections are different between PHREEQC and ECOSAT because according to the 

PHREEQC manual, the correction includes the denticity with respect to the surface sites as a 

denominator to the site concentration, in the case of a tridentate introducing a term log(3) = 

0.478. This results in log KCd
int,3,PHREEQC

 = 9.48, which exactly reproduces the results obtained 

by the other codes. In the case of bidentates, the correction would be log(2) = 0.3. The 

denomitor in PHREEQC allows for the mole fraction of multidentate surface complexes to 
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become unity. It is not clear how this is handled for binuclear, multidentate surface complexes 

like in eq. (16). 

 

A 

 

B 

 

Figure 6. Cadmium adsorption as a function of pH in CD-MUSIC on goethite (021). A: 
Calculations using VISUALMINTEQ, ECOSAT and FITEQL. For FITEQL the ECOSAT 
based scheme was corrected. B: Calculations using ECOSAT and PHREEQC. PHREEQC 
(corrected) refers to a correction according to the PHREEQC manual.  

 

4.3 Summary for multi-dentate surface complexes 

To confirm the results of the previous two sections, we have built another series of 

calculations starting from monodentate surface complexes, and subsequently changing the 

system to a single bidentate complex on one site and subsequently on two sites. We use the 

example of Zn adsorption to HFO according to Dzombak and Morel (1990). The databases or 

thermodynamic parameters were taken from Dzombak and Morel (1990).  

Figure 7 summarizes the findings. While for the monodentate case, straightforward 

application of the codes yields the same outcome in all cases (Figure 7A), the previously 

noted differences are repeated in the cases of multidentate species. 

In particular, ECOSAT and VISUALMINTEQ calculations coincide in all cases. Molar scale 

used within FITEQL yields different curves independently of the formalism used. In this case, 
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the ECOSAT based constants need to be rescaled using the appropriate functions, such as eq. 

(23) for the Cd-goethite case in the previous section. PHREEQC always produces 

underestimates compared to the ECOSAT reference, caused by the additional correction. 

Users of PHREEQC should refer to the documentation regarding the appropriate corrections.  

In summary, the calculations have shown that huge differences in calculation results may 

occur when constants from the literature are used without prior correction. While this has 

been pointed out by Venema et al. (1996) for the rescaling of ECOSAT intrinsic equilibrium 

constant in surface mole fraction scale to that in molar scale (implemented in codes like 

FITEQL, MINEQL, SOLGASWATER), users have to make sure they either use a code with 

the same implementation or consult the manuals to do appropriate corrections. Our results 

show that VISUALMINTEQ works exactly as ECOSAT, since in all cases the results from 

ECOSAT are exactly reproduced without adjustment of intrinsic constants.PHREEQC uses a 

different scaling. The transfer from ECOSAT to PHREEQC is simple if one site is involved in 

the multinuclear surface complex, and the user simply has to add the logarithm of the 

denticity to the ECOSAT constant. In the respective examples in Figure 7 this simple 

modification exactly reproduces the ECOSAT calculations. The correction term amounts to 

0.3 in log units and allows to reproduce the ECOSAT calculations in Figures 7 B, C, E and F. 

Note that the set-off in the calculations without correction is similar in all these cases. The 

situation is more complex if different sites participate in the multinuclear surface complex. In 

Figure 7 D the set-off of the PHREEQC results compared to ECOSAT is much larger than in 

the previous cases. To reproduce the ECOSAT results for Figure 7 D, we recalculated the 

molar concentration scale constant using the ECOSAT inherent correction term and rescaled 

it to PHREEQC by the factor given in the PHREEQC manual.  
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A 

 

B 

 
C 

 

D 

 
E 

 

F 

 
Figure 7. Zn adsorption edges on HFO (DLM in 100 mM salt) (A) based on Dzombak and 
Morel (1990), (B) bidentate on the weak site, (C) bidentate on the weak site, with increase in 
solid concentration by a factor of 10, (D) bidentate involving both sites, (E) bidentate, 
binuclear on weak site, (F) bidentate, binuclear on weak site, with increase in solid 
concentration by a factor of 10. All without conversions. 

Conditions: A: 0.09 g/l HFO, 0.1 mM Zn; B: 0.09 g/l HFO, 0.1 mM Zn, C: 0.9 g/l HFO, 0.1 
mM Zn; D: 0.09 g/l HFO, 0.1 µM Zn, E: 0.09 g/l HFO, 0.1 mM Zn; F: 0.9 g/l HFO, 0.1 mM 
Zn. 
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For applications to reactive transport modelling, the user has to make sure whether codes use 

automated scaling procedures for multidentate surface complexes or not. This is particularly 

important, since the huge solid to liquid ratio that will be involved in reactive transport in 

porous media will require substantial corrections, if the intrinsic constants are implemented in 

the molar scale. As with PHREEQC, the outcome will depend on the code and model 

implementation. 

 

5. Diffuse double layer implementation 

The aim of the following modeling exercises was to illustrate what kind of diffuse double 

layer equation is implemented in the different codes. To this end, we did calculations within a 

surface complexation model framework that involves the diffuse layer part. We used a 1:1 

electrolyte and a 2:1 electrolyte, as well as mixed electrolytes. From the output, we separated 

the calculated diffuse layer potential and the diffuse layer charge and the overall ionic 

strength. All the codes give these distinct values that have to satisfy the respective 

implemented equation (i.e. either (3) or (4)). The diffuse layer potential and the ionic strength 

were then inserted in equation 3 to yield the diffuse layer charge inherent to symmetrical 

electrolytes, and compared to the value obtained by the codes. If the results coincided for the 

2:1 and mixed electrolytes, it was concluded that equation 3, and not the more general case, 

was used in a given code. 

Table 1 summarizes the results. 

 

Table 1: Types of equations implemented in four different popular speciation codes. 

Code ECOSAT PHREEQC VISUALMINTEQ FITEQL 

Equation 4 4 3 3 
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While for ECOSAT and FITEQL the expected results were obtained (here the documentation 

is clear), for PHREEQC and VISUALMINTEQ users can take advantage of the results of our 

calculations to choose the code that is appropriate for their respective applications.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of conversions between various kinds of intrinsic adsorption constants 

has previously been little addressed because, for mono-dentate surface complexation, the 

values of  expressed in any concentration scale are the same. For the same set of 

experimental data, the value of  depends only on the chosen site density parameter S or 

site capacity qS, as already discussed in the literature (Lützenkirchen, 2002; Kulik, 2002, 

2006, 2009; Sverjensky, 2003). But, although earlier studies have pointed to this issue (e.g. 

Venema et al., 1996), it has not yet been conclusively demonstrated how the large biases in 

Kint values related to multiple denticity can be avoided by the appropriate scale conversions.  

Modeling examples considered in this contribution demonstrate significant 

magnitudes of ‘denticity effects’, visible by code comparison and benchmarking. The effects 

arise from different implementations of the law of mass action and mass balance. Our results 

emphasize that the set of intrinsic equilibrium constants for the formation reactions of surface 

complexes must be consistent for all types of surface species, including multi-dentate 

complexes. It is imperative to document precisely the concentration scales and the 

assumptions on denticity to clarify the interpretation of experimental and modeling results. 

This is a prerequisite for future thermodynamic sorption databases, which also require a 

conventional agreement on standard- and reference states for the activities of surface 

complexes and surface sites, which is still to be reached (Kulik and Lutzenkirchen, 2011).  

The present paper contributes to the resolution of two long-standing problems around 

surface complexation models. The first is associated with the proliferation of specific model 

1int,
MK

1int,
MK
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setups in the literature, used to describe individual sorption data sets. While an adequate fit is 

invariably achieved in each specific case, the conversion of computed parameter values 

without the necessity of refitting experimental data sets is relevant. Ultimately internally 

consistent sets of intrinsic and standard-state constants for general surface complex 

stoichiometries are required and we will describe an approach towards this in detail 

elsewhere.  

The second issue is how to apply adsorption equilibrium constants to ‘real’ systems 

with non-zero electrostatic potential and significant surface coverage, site saturation and 

competition effects involving multi-dentate M surface species, possibly of different denticity, 

together with surface complexes of other ions. It is known that, at least for the electrolyte 

adsorption, fitted intrinsic adsorption constants depend on the choice of doubly layer model. 

To what extent in such cases a variation of the site density parameter and denticity may affect 

capacitance and Kint values required to obtain a comparable fit to the experimental data (in 

particular, surface charge data), still remains to be studied. The available information for the 

constant capacitance model (Lützenkirchen, 1999) would suggest such interdependencies, 

largely neglected so far. In a thermodynamic sense, the introduction of concepts of chemical 

potential, activity and activity coefficients, and consideration of activity-composition 

relationships could account for non-ideality effects. While Coulombic terms (electrostatic 

activity coefficients) are generally accepted, non-electrostatic surface site saturation and 

competition effects, mostly related to various types of adsorption isotherms, still remain 

largely controversial.  
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ECOSAT: 

Keizer, M. G. and Van Riemsdijk, W. H., 1998. ECOSAT. Technical report. Department Soil Science 

and Plant Nutrition, Wageningen Agricultural University, Wageningen, The Netherlands. 

Version 4.8 

 

FITEQL: 

Westall, J., 1982. FITEQL, A computer program for determination of equilibrium constants from 

experimental data, Version 2.0, Report 82-02, Department of Chemistry, Oregon State University, 

Corvallis, Oregon 97331.  
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PHREEQC: 

Parkhurst, D.L. and Appelo, C.A.J., 2004. PHREEQC: A computer program for speciation, batch 

reaction, one dimensional transport, and inverse geochemical calculation. User guide to PHREEQC. 

USGS Water-Resources Investigation Report 99-4259. 

Version 2.18.00 was used.  

 

VISUALMINTEQ: 

http://www2.lwr.kth.se/English/Oursoftware/vminteq/ 

http://vminteq.lwr.kth.se/ 
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